Pulmonary tailoring and lobar transplantation to overcome size disparities in lung transplantation.
Size matching between donors and recipients represents one of the organ distribution criteria widely accepted by lung transplant teams. However, in some cases it is not possible to allocate a donor to the corresponding size-compatible recipient. To avoid possible complications derived from the implantation of oversized lungs into smaller recipients, surgical procedures such as pulmonary tailoring and lobar transplantation have been advocated. We review our experience in 13 patients undergoing volume reduction of the lung graft at the time of transplantation, either by nonanatomical lung volume reduction or by lobar transplantation. There were no significant differences between lung-downsized patients and standard lung transplantation patients in terms of donor characteristics, surgical and postoperative complications, functional outcome, and survival. We conclude that downsizing the lung graft either by nonanatomical resection or lobar transplantation is safe and reliable to overcome size disparities between donor and recipients, with no additional morbidity and with similar early and midterm outcomes to those in standard lung transplants.